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 Theory of competitive regulatory equilibrium

 JOHN C. GOODMAN

 National Center for Policy Analysis, Dallas, TX

 PHILIP K. PORTER

 Department of Economics, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620

 1. Introduction

 The power of the state to regulate the price of a good or service is the power

 to create a social surplus - the difference between social benefits and social

 costs. The capitalized value of this surplus may be thought of as the 'product'

 of the law which creates it. We can typically decompose this product into two

 joint products: The capitalized value of consumer surplus and the capitalized

 value of producer surplus.

 The external incentive a regulator faces in his choice of a regulatory policy

 depends on the willingness of consumer and producer groups to compensate

 him in return for the surplus they realize. The nature of the compensation

 (votes, money payments, election support, etc.) as well as its magnitude de-

 pend upon the nature of the political system and upon the institutional charac-

 teristics of the adversary groups. If competition for the post of regulator ex-

 ists, the regulator's compensation depends upon his own regulatory strategy

 vis-A-vis the strategy of an opponent. A competitive regulatory equilibrium

 will be said to exist if there is a regulatory policy which cannot be defeated by

 any other. The equilibrium will be said to be unique if there is one and only

 one policy which satisfies the conditions of competitive equilibrium.

 If there is a unique competitive regulatory equilibrium, the regulator has no

 choice about the policy he pursues. If he fails to choose the equilibrium policy,

 he invites replacement. In this sense, regulatory policy is beyond the control

 of those who regulate and is determined instead by the ability of regulators to

 create consumer and producer surplus and the willingness of interested groups

 to compensate the proponents of policies they prefer.

 The economic theory of competitive regulatory equilibrium has its roots in

 the pioneering work of George Stigler (1971). It has been elaborated by Posner

 (1974) and formalized by Peltzman (1976) and Becker (1983), who presented

 comparative statics results with empirical implications. These writers take the
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 group, rather than the individual, as the unit of account; allow for the expres-

 sion of intensity of preference through political support in the form of cam-

 paign contributions, votes, etc.; and focus on the organization and transac-

 tion costs faced by groups in pursuit of common political objectives. The prin-

 cipal defect of the theory is that, with the exception of Becker (1983), no

 attempt has been made to specify conditions under which a unique equilibrium

 will exist. These conditions often yield insights about the associated compara-

 tive statics operations.

 By contrast, most of the work in modern voting theory has focused on the

 existence and uniqueness of majority voting equilibrium, where elections are

 typically modeled as two-person games.1 Unfortunately, such models ignore

 the public good nature of political objectives and perhaps, as a consequence,

 have produced few empirical implications for a theory of regulation.

 A model of two-candidate political competition is developed in Sections 2

 and 3. It represents an integration of these two distinct approaches to modern

 political theory. Candidates are assumed to take a position on a regulatory

 parameter - output or price - and consumer and producer groups are allowed

 to make an effort to influence the outcome of the contest. Each candidate at-

 tempts to maximize his differential support. The contest is modeled as a sym-

 metric, zero-sum, non-cooperative game.

 In Section 4 the existence and properties of an equilibrium for the game are

 investigated. A pure strategy equilibrium with a unique winning platform is

 shown always to exist under price regulation and to exist under quantity regu-

 lation whenever the 'effort-benefit' ratio of producers is greater than that of

 consumers. In all cases, the equilibrium solution will 'favor' the group with

 the highest 'effort-benefit' ratio - the 'price' the group is willing to pay per

 dollar of benefit. Conventionally defined 'optimal' regulation will result only

 if the 'prices' offered by the two groups are equal.

 Section 5 presents comparative statics results with further empirical impli-

 cations. A number of Peltzman's (1976) results are confirmed and new cases

 are examined, including cases where regulatory equilibrium favors consumers

 rather than producers. In addition, it is shown that under certain circum-

 stances either consumers or producers can have perverse incentives to resist

 demand-increasing or cost-reducing innovations.

 Section 6 examines the rate of return to investment in political action and

 shows that whenever regulation favors one interest group over another, the lat-

 ter group will always have a higher rate of return on its investment in political

 activity than the former. Moreover, there will generally be diminishing returns

 to the group which is favored. These results suggest that there is a moderating

 force in the political marketplace which tends to keep the political equilibrium

 from coming 'too close' to either group's ideal point.
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 2. The political model

 Suppose there are two candidates for the office of regulator who take a posi-

 tion on a regulatory parameter. Denote these two platforms as 0 and Qt. There

 may be many reasons why a particular voter may prefer one candidate to an-

 other which have nothing to do with the chosen platforms. For example, voters

 may be influenced by a candidate's race, sex, age, appearance, etc. In what fol-

 lows, however, we will assume that voter choices are based solely on the plat-

 forms themselves, and, as a consequence, candidates are fully defined by the

 platforms they select.

 Let Bi(O) and Bi(Q) denote the economic benefit created for group i by the

 platforms 0 and 0l. For example, Bi(O) and Bi(fl) might represent profit levels

 for the group of producers within an industry or levels of consumer surplus for

 the group of consumers of a product. If Bi(O) e Bi(Q1), the group has an eco-

 nomic interest in the contest and hence an incentive to effect its outcome.

 The ways in which a group may make an effort to help elect its preferred

 candidate are manifold. It may reward candidates with votes, contributions of

 money, contributions of labor, etc. For our purposes, we will assume that het-

 erogenous contributions can always be expressed in terms of a homogenous

 unit of measurement - the number of votes a candidate can expect to receive.

 Contributions of whatever form, then, can be expressed in terms of their vote

 getting equivalent.

 Denote the contribution of group i to 0, opposed by Q, as Hi(0, Q), where

 h'i[Bi(O), Bi(0)] if Bi(O) > Bi(Q)

 H'(o, Q) = ot(la)

 0 otherwise

 Symmetry implies that contributions by group i to 0 can be written as H'(l,

 0), where

 hi[Bi(U), Bi(O)] if Bi(O) > Bi(O)

 Hi(, ) = (otherwiseb)

 0 otherwise

 It is assumed that the functions Hi are continous, and that the functions hi are

 continuously differentiable, concave in the benefits promised by the preferred

 candidate (the first argument), and convex in the benefits promised by his op-

 ponent (the second argument). Similar assumptions are rationalized by Hinich,

 Ledyard and Ordeshook (1972) on the grounds that they are consistent with

 the alienation and indifference hypotheses. Hence,

 h' > 0, h < 0, hlf, - O, hi22 - 0 (2)

 where the subscripts denote the argument of derivation. We will also assume

 that
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 lim h = lim -h12 = e (3)

 B, -- B+ B2 -- B1

 where B1 and B2 are the benefit promised by the preferred candidate and his

 opponent respectively. Note that ei may be interpreted as the 'effort-benefit',

 ratio, or the 'price' that the group is willing to pay per dollar of benefit, evalu-

 ated at the point where B(O) = B(O2). Accordingly, equation (3) says that if one

 of the two candidates offers group i one dollar's worth of additional benefit,

 the support he will receive will be equal to the loss of support (the gain in sup-

 port by his opponent) that he would suffer if he reduced the benefit offered

 to group i by one dollar, at the point where B'(O) = Bi(Q).

 Note also that the goal of the group's effort, i.e., the election of a preferred

 candidate, is a public good for the group. We therefore expect that the eco-

 nomic effort that a group makes will be less than its expected economic benefit

 and that the group's contribution function will be affected by group size, or-

 ganization and transaction costs, and any other parameters which determine

 the degree of effort a group will make to achieve a goal which is a public good.

 Moreover, because of institutional differences among special interest groups,

 the 'price' one group is willing to pay for a dollar of benefit is not necessarily

 expected to be equal to the effort-benefit ratio of any other group.

 3. The regulated parameters

 Regulators make many decisions affecting the welfare of producer and con-

 sumer groups. They might exercise the power of eminent domain in the acquisi-

 tion of property, extend regulation to other related industries, allow or disal-

 low expansion of individual capacity, control the mix of products or methods

 of production in the industry, etc. Still, the regulatory parameters with the

 greatest potential impact are industry output and price. While the political

 model presented here is sufficiently general to handle other regulatory deci-

 sion, we limit the analysis that follows to the regulation of these two para-

 meters.

 By price regulation, we shall refer to a condition under which regulators set

 a price, P, and leave the choice of output level to the producers. We are only

 interested in cases where the controlled price actually constrains behavior.

 Hence, there is no reason to distinguish between maximum and minimum

 prices - it is sufficient merely to refer to the regulated price. In all cases, we

 shall assume that under price regulation, output is limited by the short side of

 the market. If the regulated price, P, is greater than the competitive price,

 Pc, output is determined by the demand curve; and if P < Pc, output is de-

 termined by the industry supply curve. We shall also assume that when excess
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 demand or supply exists in the market, output is always allocated so as to max-

 imize consumer or producer surplus. Thus, if P > Pc, output is allocated

 among producers so as to minimize costs of production. If P < Pc, output is

 allocated among consumers so as to maximize consumer surplus.

 For each P, there will be a unique Q which is the output produced by regu-

 lation. For example, if P > Pc, then, given an industry demand curve P =

 P(Q), Q is given by the inverse function Q = P-(P). If P < PC, then,

 given an industry marginal cost function MC(Q), Q is given by the inverse

 function Q = MC - 1( P). Because of these relationships, it is possible to treat

 regulators 'as if' they were actually choosing Q rather than P, and in what fol-

 lows we have found it analytically convenient to do so.

 By output regulation we shall refer to a condition under which regulators set

 an output, Q and leave the price free to clear the market. As in the case of

 price regulation, we shall assume that output regulation always constrains, so

 that there is no reason to distinguish between maximum and minimum output

 constraints. We shall also continue to assume that output is distributed among

 firms so as to minimize the cost of production.

 As in the case of price regulation, for each Q, there is a corresponding P,

 which is the price produced by regulation. For this reason, when the regulated

 level of output is less than the competitive level of output, Qc, the result of

 output regulation and price regulation are formally indistinguishable. That is,

 the same results obtain, whether regulators choose P or whether they choose

 Q. When Q > Qc, however, an important difference between output and

 price regulation emerges. Under price regulation, producers will not willingly

 choose to produce beyond the competitive level of output.

 Instances where producers are forced to produce more than the competitive

 level of output frequently occur in a certain hybrid form of regulation - where

 regulators set a price and require producers to produce whatever quantity is

 demanded. This is common in public utility regulation. It is also common

 among regulated firms which price discriminate, where consumers in one mar-

 ket pay a price less than marginal cost and the loss to the firm is subsidized by

 profit it is allowed to make in other markets (see, e.g., Posner, 1971). For our

 purposes, this type of regulation will be called output regulation.

 In what follows, we ignore general equilibrium effects and third market ef-

 fects, although one could include in the model an outside group that attemps

 to influence regulatory decisions. We also treat the industry demand curve as

 a constant real income demand curve, the industry supply curve as the mini-

 mum industry marginal cost curve.

 Given these assumptions, one can define consumer's surplus at output level,

 Q, as

 Q = p-l(P)

 CS(Q) = [P(Q)-bR(Q)/bQ]dQ (for all Q, and P > Pc) (4a)

 0
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 where R(Q) = P(Q)Q and Q and P signify the regulators choice of output or

 price, whichever is appropriate. When price regulation results in a price less

 than Pc,

 Q = MC-l(P)

 CS(Q) = P(Q)dQ - Q*.MC(Q) (for P< Pc) (4b)

 0

 Similarly, define producer's surplus, 7r, as

 Q = p-'(p)

 7r( Q) = [6R(Q)/8Q - MC(Q)]dQ (for all Q and P _ Pc) (5a)

 0

 and

 Q = MC-I(P)

 7r(Q) = Q.MC(Q)- MC(Q) dQ (for P < Pc) (5b)

 0

 Note that when consumers are 'favored' by regulation, the relevant definitions

 of consumer and producer surplus are (4a) and (5a) for output regulation and

 (4b) and (5b) for price regulation. In the former case, given Q, P is determined

 by the demand curve. In the latter case, given Q, P is determined by the mar-

 ginal cost curve. When regulation 'favors' producers, the relevant definitions

 are always (4a) and (5a) and given Q, P is determined by the demand curve.

 We will assume throughout that producer's and consumer's surplus are con-

 tinuous functions of Q, twice differentiable and possessing normal properties,

 i.e., P(Q) is a single valued function, with P'(Q) < 0; 7r(Q), as defined by (5a),

 is strictly concave in Q; total surplus - defined as the sum of producer's and

 consumer's surplus - is strictly concave in Q; when price is regulated and P

 < Pc, consumer's surplus, as defined in (4b), is also assumed to be strictly

 concave in Q.2

 4. Equilibrium

 The election is modeled as a two-person, zero-sum, symmetric, non-coopera-

 tive game. The candidates choose their platforms from a compact convex

 space, X3 and each is assumed to maximize his plurality, given by

 4~(O, l) = E H'(O, 0) - E H'(2, ) (6a)

 1 i

 for candidate 0, and

 (f, 0) = Hi(fl, 0) - E Hi(o, Q) (6b)

 1 i

 for candidate (2.

 The game will be said to have a pure strategy equilibrium if there exists a (0*,
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 Q*), such that neither candidate can increase his plurality by any unilateral

 move. Since the game is symmetrical, if (0*, *), is an equilibrium, (0*, 0*)

 and (9*, (*) are also equilibrium points for the game. Hence, if the equilibri-

 um is unique, it must be the case that 0* = -*.

 There has been considerable interest in the literature in the conditions neces-

 sary to insure a unique winning platform in majority voting games. The reason

 for this interest is straightforward. If there is only one platform, call it R, which

 cannot be defeated by majority vote, then both candidates will have an incen-

 tive to endorse _. For if one candidate adopts the platform i and the other

 does not, the candidate endorsing x will win the election. In this case we can

 say a priori that political competition will tend to produce the regulatory out-

 come X, provided that candidates place winning above everything else - an as-

 sumption which, although cynical, would appear to be consistent with much

 observed behavior.

 If, on the other hand, there are two distinct platforms which cannot be de-

 feated, say x and R, the results of majority voting are indeterminant. We can-

 not predict a priori which of these two platforms will be selected. More perplex-

 ing, still, is the condition under which there is no platform which cannot be

 defeated by a majority vote - a phenomenon generally known as the 'paradox

 of voting.' Under this condition, we would be able to say next to nothing a pri-

 ori other than the observation that there is no stable regulatory equilibrium.

 A number of recent articles (McKelvey, 1976, 1979; Schofield, 1978, and

 Cohen, 1979) have demonstrated that a majority voting equilibrium will 'al-

 most never' exist when the issue space has three or more dimensions and when

 elections are determined on a one-man-one-vote basis, i.e., when voters can-

 not express their intensity of preference. The model developed here differs

 from one-man-one-vote models in that support for a preferred candidate is a

 continuous function of the benefits promised by the two candidates. More-

 over, although we restrict our analysis to the case of one issue and two interest

 groups, this model can be extended to include m issues and n interest groups.

 In all cases, a sufficient condition for a unique equilibrium is that each can-

 didate's plurality function be concave in his own platform and convex in the

 platform of his opponent. (See Goodman, 1981; and Hinich, et al., 1972).

 In the model discussed here, concave-convex plurality functions, and thus

 unique winning platforms, are always assured under price regulation and are

 assured under quantity regulation provided that the 'price' producers are will-

 ing to pay per dollar of profit is always greater than the 'price' consumers are

 willing to pay per dollar of consumer surplus. As Peltzman (1976), Stigler

 (1971) and others have argued, this is a condition which is likely to obtain be-

 cause producer groups can be expected to have lower organization and infor-

 mation costs. If the consumer's effort-benefit ratio is greater than the effort-

 benefit ratio of producers, an equilibrium is not necessarily assured under

 quantity regulation. In this case, however, we can show that there will always
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 be a platform which can defeat any other platform in its neighborhood. (Proofs

 of these propositions are available from the authors upon request.)

 In what follows, we will assume that in all cases a unique winning platform

 exists; and, thus, when both candidates endorse this platform, this is the equi-

 librium point for the game.

 When a unique equilibrium exists at 0* = 9" = _, interior to X, the first-

 order conditions can be expressed as follows:4

 epTI' + ecCS' = 0, or (7a)

 - r' /CS' = ec/ep (7b)

 where hp = ep for producers and h' = ec for consumers.5

 Equation (7b) states that the marginal rate of transformation of consumer's

 surplus into producer's surplus by the regulator must equal the ratio of their

 opportunity costs. Put another way, the ratio of the two marginal products of

 regulation must equal the ratio of the two political 'prices.' Rewrite (7a) as

 e,(MR-MC) + ec(P-MR) == 0 (for all Q, P _ Pc) (8a)

 e, (Q.MC') + ec(P-MC-Q.MC') = 0 (for P < Pc) (8b)

 and note that when ep = ec, P = MC. So-called 'optimal regulation' occurs

 because when the political 'prices' of consumer and producer surplus are

 equal, these two 'products' are revealed to be equally valuable in the political

 market place. By contrast, if ep > ec, then from (8a), P > MC. When

 producer surplus is revealed to be more valuable than consumer surplus, regu-

 lation favors producers. If ec > ep, then from (8a) for quantity regulation, P

 < MC. When consumer surplus is revealed to be more valuable than producer

 surplus, regulation favors consumers.

 In the special case, when ec = 0, the result is 'producer capture' of the

 regulatory process. From (8a) it can be seen that regulatory equilibrium would

 require MR = MC, with industry profit being maximized. This result is con-

 sistent with Peltzman's (1976) finding that producer capture requires that con-

 sumers make no political effort. The conditions for consumer capture are

 symmetrical under price regulation. From (8b), it can be seen that consumer

 surplus will be maximized with P-MC-Q.MC' = 0, only if ep = 0.

 The conditions for consumer capture are not symmetrical, however, under

 output regulation. In this case, a corner solution (which maximizes consumer

 surplus subject to a constraint such as ir _ 0) may be produced even if ec is

 only moderately larger than ep. Take the case of a linear demand curve with

 intercept a. If ec = 2ep, d, = a -- MC is positive at all output levels for a con-

 stant or decreasing cost industry. Consumer surplus in this case will be max-

 imized by a corner solution at which the regulatory constraint is binding.
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 Figure 1. Quantity regulation and price regulation (ep _ ec)

 For some purposes, it may be helpful to write the first-order condition in

 such a way as to emphasize the relationship of ep to ec, since it is their relative

 values that determine the political equilibrium. For example, we may rewrite

 (8a) and (8b),

 P(Q) ( -) = MC (Q) (for all Q and for P _ Pc ) (9a)

 o

 P(Q) = MC(Q) 1 + (for P < Pc), (9b)

 ns)

 where a = (ep-ec)/ep , 6 = (ec-ep,)/ec, and nd and ns are the elasticity of de-

 mand and marginal cost, respectively.

 Figure 1 illustrates the demand, marginal revenue and marginal cost curves

 for a hypothetical industry. The emboldened lines represent the left hand side

 of (9a). That is, they represent a regulatory response function, given a marginal

 cost curve and the value of a. Note that when a = 1, industry profit is max-

 imized at Qm, the profit maximizing output, and when a = 0, the 'optimal'

 output, Qc will be produced. Figure 2 presents a demand curve, marginal cost

 curve, and marginal expenditure curve for another hypothetical industry. In

 this diagram, the emboldened lines represent the right hand side of (9b) - the

 regulatory response function, given a demand curve and the value of 6. Note
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 Figure 2. Price regulation (ec 2 ep)

 that when 6 = 1, consumer surplus is maximized at Q1, and when 6 = 0, the

 'optimal' output, Qc, is produced.

 If we make the simplifying assumption that the 'prices' the two groups are

 willing to pay for a dollar of benefit are constant, then ht = ep and h = e

 for all values of 0 and Qt. Under this assumption, the second-order condition

 for the maximization of the plurality function, 4, can be expressed as

 O11 = e, [(1-aO)P'(Q) + a MR'(Q) - MC'(Q)] < 0

 (for all Q and P _ Pc ) (10a)

 o1 = -ec(b[ QMC"(Q) + MC'(Q)]+ MC'(Q) - P'(Q)) < 0

 (for P < Pc). (10b)

 The intuitive meaning behind these conditions can be seen by considering

 some special cases. If ep = ec, which gives 6 = a = 0 and yields the 'optimal'

 output, the second-order conditions reduce to P' - MC' < 0. This is the

 familiar Marshallian condition for market stability which requires that the de-

 mand curve cut the marginal cost curve from above. If ec = 0, giving a = 1

 and yielding the monopoly level of output, equation (10a) reduces to MR' -

 MC' < 0, the second-order condition for profit maximization. Finally if ep

 = 0, under price regulation, equation (10b) reduces to P' - 2MC' - QMC'

 < 0 the second-order condition for maximizing consumer surplus.
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 5. Comparative statics results

 In order to simplify the analysis of the comparative statics properties of the

 model, we will continue to make the assumption that hP and hc are constants.

 To consider the effects of a change in demand, rewrite the equation for the

 demand curve, P(Q), as P( Q) = a + p( Q). Now consider parallel shifts in

 the demand curve induced by altering the constant parameter a. Then,

 d-ep/Ql > 0 (for all Q and P r Pc)

 dQ/da =

 -ec/l01 > 0 (for P < Pc). (11)

 These results can be interpreted by considering first the effects on output. At

 any given level of output, Q, parallel shifts that increase the demand curve

 tend to increase profit, leaving consumer surplus unchanged. They also cause

 increases in 7', while leaving CS' unchanged. Thus, an increase in demand

 causes the marginal rate of transformation of consumer surplus into producer

 surplus to rise relative to the ratio of the political 'prices.' A decrease in de-

 mand causes the marginal rate of transformation to fall relative to the ratio of

 the political prices. As a result, the regulator is induced to share between the

 two groups any gains or losses that arise from changes in market conditions.

 In response to an increase in demand, Q is also increased - a move which in-

 creases consumer surplus and reduces profit. Alternatively, the potential loss

 accompanying a reduction in demand will not be borne soley by producers -

 the loss will be shared by consumers by lowering Q.

 The magnitude of the change in Q in response to changes in market condi-

 tions can be assessed by examining the second-order conditions in (10a) and

 (10b). Note that the magnitude of the changes in (11) depends on the value of

 the bracketed terms in (10a) and (10b), and that these in turn are determined

 by the values of a and 6. As a - 0, for example, the output response of a regu-

 lated market approaches that of a competitive market; whereas, as a - 1, the

 output response approaches that of a monopolist. Thus, if output changes in

 response to changes in market conditions are highest under competition and

 lowest under monopoly, then we should expect regulatory responses to be less

 volatile than would have been the case under competition and more volatile

 than would have been the case under monopoly.6

 Similar effects are produced by changes in cost conditions. Rewrite the in-

 dustry marginal cost curve MC( Q) as MC( Q) = b + mc(Q), and consider

 parallel shifts in the marginal cost curve induced by changing the constant

 parameter b. Then,

 ep/o11 < 0 (for all Q and P r Pc)

 dQ/db =

 ec/l11 < 0 (for P < Pc) (12)
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 As in the case of shifts in the demand curve, the losses and gains accompany-

 ing increases and decreases in production costs under output regulation will be

 shared by consumers by a decrease or increase in Q, and the magnitude of the

 changes in Q will be determined by the values of a and 6. The effect of cost and

 demand changes on the price produced by regulation is less clear cut than the

 effect on output. Under output regulation (or price regulation with ep> ec),

 dP/db = p'dQ/db > 0, forcost changes and dP/da = 1 + p' dQ/da,

 for demand changes. Price always varies positively with changes in cost, but

 may increase or decrease with changes in demand. This is consistent with

 Peltzman's (1976: 227) contention that price changes in regulated markets

 ought to be more volatile when costs change than when demand changes,

 provided that regulation 'favors' producers.

 Under price regulation, with ec > ep, however, the reverse is true. For cost

 changes d P/db = 1 + mc'd Q/db. For demand changes d P/da = mc'

 d Q /da. If marginal cost is rising, price will vary positively with changes in de-

 mand, but may increase or decrease with changes in cost.

 Consider finally the benefits realized by both groups as a result of changes

 in market conditions. For producers,

 Q-ep[MR(Q)-MC(Q)]/011 (for all Q and P _ Pc)

 dr/da = -dir/db =

 -ecQ.MC'(Q)/41l (for P < PC). (13)

 When price is regulated and ec > ep, increases in demand and reductions in

 cost always benefit producers. For quantity regulation, and price regulation

 when ep > ec, it can be shown that sgn(d-r/da = -d7r/db) = sgn(MC'

 -aMR').

 Thus, when MC' -aMR' > 0, increases in demand and decreases in costs

 will result in increases in producer's surplus for either form of regulation. How-

 ever, there is nothing to guarantee this condition will hold. If MC' -aMR' <

 0, output-regulated producers and price-regulated producers that dominate

 their consumer counterparts have perverse incentives. Changes which increase

 demand or reduce costs lead to a lower level of profit! Demand-increasing or

 cost-reducing innovations, therefore, might not be voluntarily introduced in

 such industries, and attempts by, input suppliers to secure higher returns might

 not be opposed. Thus, one might expect to find management and labor less

 antagonistic in such cases.7 The potential for this perverse incentive is

 greatest in decreasing cost industries when ec > ep and output is regulated.

 For consumers,

 eP'(Q)Q/,11 > 0 (for all Q and P _ Pc)

 dCS/da = -dCS/db =

 Q--ec[P-MC( Q)- Q MC' ( Q)] / 01 (for P < Pc). (14)

 Thus, consumers always benefit from increases in demand or reductions in
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 cost if output is regulated or if producers have higher effort-benefit ratios than

 consumers and price is regulated. However, when the regulated price is below

 the competitive level, it may be possible for increases in demand (or decreases

 in cost) to adversely affect consumers.

 The effect of changes in the elasticity of the demand and marginal cost

 curves for the regulated product can be ascertained by rotating the demand

 curve about the equilibrium point [ Q, P( Q)] and by rotating the marginal cost

 curve about the point [Q, MC( Q)]. Define P' = v + p'(Q). Then,

 (ec-ep)Q/41, - O (for all Q and P r Pc)

 d Q/dv=

 0 (for all P < PC). (15)

 Similarly, define MC' = w + mc'(Q). Then,

 O (for all Q and P r Pc)

 dQ/dw =

 (ec-ep) Q/ 0l <0 (for P < Pc). (16)

 When policy changes do occur, increasing supply or demand elasticities al-

 ways induce shifts toward the competitive solution. Decreasing elasticities in-

 duce shifts away from the competitive solution.8 For example, the develop-

 ment of non-regulated bank-like institutions should make both the demand

 for banking service and the supply of funds to banks more elastic than they

 otherwise would be. These changes, in turn, should induce a move toward the

 competitive solution in the regulation of commercial banking. By contrast,

 decreasing elasticity in the supply of inner-city housing, should lead to a great-

 er divergence between controlled rental prices and competitive prices, ceteris

 paribus.

 Note, also, that when price is regulated, changes in elasticity of demand do

 not affect Q, if P < Pc, and changes in the elasticity of supply do not affect

 Q, if P > Pc.9 Thus, under rent controls, housing prices should be affected

 by changes in the elasticity of demand, but not by changes in the elasticity of

 supply. To the degree that changing elasticities change the size of the shortage

 or surplus in such markets, therefore, we should expect there to be no partic-

 ular relationship between price changes and changes in the magnitude of ex-

 cess supply or excess demand.

 Conventional wisdom has it that in many markets supply curves become

 more elastic over time than demand curves. How do these changes affect pro-

 ducer and consumer interest groups? When producers are dominant, i.e., P

 > Pc, increasing the elasticity of supply does not affect the regulatory equilib-

 rium. When consumers are dominant, i.e., P < Pc, increasing the elasticity

 of supply leads to a higher regulated price. Thus, increases in the elasticity of

 supply either hurts consumers or leaves them unaffected. In a similar way, pro-

 ducers are harmed by increases in the elasticity of demand when they dominate,

 but are unaffected when consumers dominate.
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 Equations (15) and (16) also imply that there may be significant differences

 in regulatory responses, depending on whether price or output is regulated.

 For example, decreasing elasticity of the supply of natural gas should lead to

 a greater divergence between the regulated well head price and the competitive

 price. Public utility companies which use natural gas, however, will not be

 forced to take price reductions merely because of decreasing elasticity of sup-

 ply, since they are governed by what we are calling output regulation.

 Consider also the difference between the regulation of oil and natural gas.

 During the 1950s and 1960s (before international complications set in), natur-

 al gas was subject to price controls. The shortage of natural gas suggest that

 ec > ep. From (16) we would predict that decreasing supply elasticities for

 both resources should effect natural gas, but not oil. Thus, given conditions

 of demand, we would expect to see a growing divergence between the prices of

 oil and the equivalent BTU price of natural gas.

 6. Return to investment in political action

 To this point we have assumed that the parameters which determine the 'prices'

 which consumer and producer groups are willing to pay for a dollar of benefit

 are constant. It is worth asking, however, what either group could expect to

 gain by increasing its offering 'price,' given the 'price' being offered by the op-

 posing group. Presumably, an investment in political activity is an alternative

 to other kinds of investment, including investments in collusive activity, and

 each group will strive to achieve a portfolio equilibrium, given the returns

 from alternative investments.

 Consider the returns to greater marginal support offered by either group.

 For producers,

 -[MR(Q)-MC(Q)]2/ o11 >' 0 (for all Q and P 2 Pc)

 dt/ dep=

 -[QMC'(Q)]2/1I1 > 0 (for all P < Pc), (17)

 and for consumers,

 -[P(Q)-MR(Q)j2/ 11 > 0 (for all Q and P a Pc)

 dCS/deQ=

 Q 011 - 0 (for P < P). (18)

 Note that as the regulated level of output approaches the monopoly level of

 output, drr/dep - 0. Similarly, as the regulatory equilibrium approaches the

 consumer ideal point, dCS/dec - 0. Thus, the group that is favored by regu-

 lation will eventually experience diminishing returns as the regulatory out-

 come approaches the group's most desired outcome.
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 In addition, it can be shown that

 dir/de, > dCS/dec iff ep < ec, and

 dir/dep < dCS/dec iff e, > ec

 In other words, the group that is 'losing' as a result of regulation will find that

 its return on investment in political action is higher than the return to the

 group that is 'winning' as a result of regulation.

 To the degree that consumer and producer groups respond to these incen-

 tives, a natural moderating force exists which tends to prevent the regulatory

 equilibrium from coming too close to either group's ideal point. The closer the

 regulatory outcome comes to the monopoly outcome, for example, the greater

 the incentive of consumers relative to producers, to increase their involvement

 in political activity.

 Some years ago, Milton Friedman (1962: 143), in a slightly different con-

 text, noted that the real question is not why does regulation produce bad

 results, but why aren't the results much worse? The above findings may offer

 a partial answer to that question.

 Notes

 1. For a review see Mueller (1976). Also, see Riker and Ordeshook (1973), and McKelvey (1975).

 2. For total surplus P' - MC' < 0, i.e., the demand curve cuts the marginal cost curve from

 above. For profit (5a), MR' - MC' < 0, i.e., the marginal revenue curve cuts the marginal

 cost curve from above. For consumer surplus (4b), P' - 2MC' - Q.MC" < 0, i.e., the de-

 mand curve cuts the marginal expenditure curve (associated with the industry supply curve)

 from above.

 3. The boundaries of X reflect political and technological constraints. Thus the choice of output

 by the regulator must satisfy Q _ 0 and, perhaps, wr(Q) _ 0.

 4. Note that when both candidates endorse the same platform, voters are indifferent between

 them, and no contributions are actually made to either of them.

 5. The first-order condition is o1 (0, 0) = h[BP(O), BP(l)]r' + he[Bc(0), Bc(0)]CS'-hP[BP(0f),

 BP(O)]7r'-hl[BC(0), BC(0)]CS' = 0. At 8 = 10, Bi(O) = Bi(0), and for producers, either hP =

 0 or h - = 0. If the former, - h[BP(0), BP(O)] = ep. If the latter, hP[BP(O), BP(0)] = ep. In

 either case, the marginal contribution of producers to O's plurality will be epr'. By similar

 reasoning, ecCS' is the marginal contribution to O's plurality by consumers.

 6. Note, however, that with output regulation, if producers are forced to produce beyond the

 competitive level of output, regulatory responses to changes in demand conditions will be

 greater than those experienced under competition.

 7. Another reason why management might be less willing to resist wage increases in regulated in-

 dustries is that such increases may be a quid pro quo for political support.

 8. Cf. Peltzman (1976: 228-229).

 9. It can be seen from Figure 1, that under quantity regulation or price regulation, with P _ Pc,

 rotations or the marginal cost curve will not affect Q. It can be seen from Figure 2, that under
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 price regulation, with P _ Pc, rotation of the demand curve will not effect Q. In both cases,

 one group will realize the entire gain or loss as a result of the change, because these gains or

 losses only affect inframarginal rents, the rate of transformation between consumer and pro-

 ducer surplus is unaffected.
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